
SAVE THE DATE! 
FREE EVENT! 

SUNDAY, JUNE 26, 1-4 P.M.
SOUTHEASTERN MA PINE BARRENS ALLIANCE OFFICE

158 CENTER HILL ROAD, PLYMOUTH, MA
 

Info Session and Pine Barrens Tour 
 

Southeastern Mass is ground zero for destructive sand
mining and large solar clear-cutting rare forests & polluting

our water!
 

Join us to learn about why these forests and waterways are
critical to climate resiliency and a sustainable future &

what you can do to help.
 

Speakers and tour guides include: biologist Bill Stubblefield
& ecologist Burt Bouricious

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ground-mounted solar projects and sand mining destroying forests in Southeast,
MA

 
Organized by Community Land & Water Coalition, a project

of Save the Pine Barrens and Save Mass Forests



 Bart Bouricius has a Masters Degree from The
University of Stockholm where he first studied Boreal
forests in Northern Sweden in the early 1970's, he has
also studied Tropical forests for many years and has

worked with Robert Leverett on volume calculations of
large trees in massachusetts. He also has an MS from
the Environmental Studies Center at the University of
New York at Buffalo where he was later on the faculty

in the late 70's. He is now retired from Hampshire
College where he taught tropical ecology as an adjunct

professor. Bart is a member of Wendell State Forest
Alliance and the Massachusetts Sierra Club Forest

Protection committee

Speakers:

Bart Bouricius



Bill Stubblefield holds a Doctorate in Biology from
Harvard University with an emphasis on evolutionary
biology and ecology. Through educational outreach

and environmental activism, he currently employs his
scientific background to help people grasp the critical
importance of natural ecosystems, especially forests

and wetlands, in maintaining our planet as a safe
haven for humanity. He seeks to save as much of the
living world as possible from the assaults of industrial

civilization for the common benefit of all people on
Planet Earth.

Speakers:

Bill Stubblefield


